
EMFs & Mold: A Dangerous Toxic Synergy

Dr. Eric Gordon, M.D. interviewing
Nicolas Pineault:

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Welcome to another episode of Mycotoxins and Chronic Illness. Today, it's my
pleasure to have Nick Pineault with us. Nick is a man who has a website and a blog,
The EMF Guy and most importantly has written a book, The Non-Tinfoil Guide to
EMFs. And those of you who have problems with EMF will understand the allusion to
people wearing tin foil hats. 'Cause that's often the response you get to your health
professionals and your family members, when you try to talk about this. So welcome
Nick and I'd like to just start off and tell me a little bit about how you got into this
area of EMFs?

Nicolas Pineault:
Sure, so I'm a researcher, a writer if you want. I became an author with EMFs. That
was, let's say my first larger book that actually made it on Amazon. So I guess at that
point, maybe an author. But I've been studying health for me, my family, my friends
at first publishing in French language, which is my primary language. I'm a
French-Canadian from Montreal and I've been studying health for 12 years now. 2009
I got very interested in it as I was in university finishing my degree in
communications. And I became very interested in the conflicting advice we were
getting about nutrition.

So Health Canada was saying one thing, the Americans were saying another thing.
And then Europeans and Sweden and Finland and Denmark were saying completely
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different things about certain things you should eat or even the safety of certain
toxic chemicals that are on our cosmetics, on our food, in our air, on our water and I
was fascinated because of these discrepancies. How come something is safe in
Canada and it's not safe in European union? For example, the toxic chemicals in
cosmetics are way more regulated in the EU. So I was fascinated by these what I
perceive as problems and failures of public health officials to really adopt the
precautionary principle and ensure that what we're using right now won't bite us
back 10 years or 30 years down the road. And this is what's been happening with so
many toxins. And I was writing about health for the better of eight to nine years. And
I stumbled upon EMFs six years ago. And it really shocked me because so many
scientists that are relatively mainstream or talking about EMFs and I'm referring to
wireless radiation. So EMF is electromagnetic fields.

But it's the entire spectrum of new frequencies. Let's say I love calling it electro
pollution nowadays because it makes it very, very easy to understand for a lay person.
It's a new type of pollution and it's as insidious as smog. Sometimes we do see the
smog, but you can have smog that you don't perceive as pitch black, right? But you
still have these kinds of micro pollution clusters that can be very harmful to you. So
sometimes the air pollution is the same. So the electoral smog is really what
interested me and the fact that scientists were saying, it's a class 2B carcinogen since
2011.

So then it means that the WHO, the World Health Organization, it's in the things we
should probably look at as potential, you know. It's starting to get importance as far
as WHO is concerned, but what interested me even more than that as I was
stumbling upon the topic was all these new studies that came out since 2011.
Because science evolves in a certain direction. Certain agents are proven safe and we
can all calm down and say, okay well, you know what? Early indications weren't really
right. And after all, this is a safe technology. For cell phone technology is getting
worse and worse and worse. The more studies come out, the more it looks like it will
be confirmed as a carcinogen down the road. And again, this is going back to my
roots in nutrition and consumer safety for consumers. I was like, oh my God, well,
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everyone's on their device nowadays. And pretty much addicted to their screens,
right? Then it's getting worse.

And with last year in 2020 with COVID and even this year is gonna be worse and
worse and worse. People are at home, stuck on a computer screen. Like the one in
front of me or on a device or iPad like you are on right now. So all these wireless
devices. And then on top of that, it's also the environmental electrical pollution that
is increasing to cell towers and all the gizmos that everyone has, like the average
household now in the U.S has 23 different wireless devices in it. So it's probably even
a figure that will be outdated very, very soon. So it is increasing. And this is really why
it shocked me to the core that people are not informed about these long-term risks,
but also the short-term risks. Because it turns out when you study the question of
electro pollution, for sure it might be a carcinogen. But it's not just cancer that might
be a health effect.

Some people get short-term effects such as they lose sleep quality or do you feel
more stress or they lose energy or even hormonal disruption. And some people tend
to be way more sensitive than other individuals. And I think this is the case with a lot
of environmental toxins. For example, some people might be exposed to certain
levels of smog. Let's say the worst part is India or maybe South Eastern Asia. And I
was there during the burning season and everyone is sick at this time of the year. But
certain people are just fine. You know you have a certain segment of the population.
I don't know what percentage it is that you know, I'm coughing a bit but I'm okay.
And then you have people in hospital that get asthma attacks. So certain people are
more sensitive than others when it comes to pollution.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
I mean and this is why you're with us today. Okay, is because chronic illness, people
with chronic illness are the canaries in the coal mine. They are sensitive people. And
that is what's so difficult for them because they have to deal with the mold issues,
the EMF issues that many if not most other people in their environment are reacting
too obviously.
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Nicolas Pineault:
Completely correct.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
And that is why it's so exciting for you to be bringing it up. You know, how important
this is. This is smart. And right, you know, one family member has asthma. The rest of
them go out and are fine. So this is why and understand that the population of
chronic illness are the people who are letting us know that the world is in danger. It's
like they're able to sense the on-coming dangers that the rest of us are kind of
oblivious to. And your work is really helping. And I'm especially interested in, you
know, as you realize that this was an issue, what were the first blocks to like where
did you see where people would disconnect? Because like you said, you had a bunch
of scientists who seemed to get that this is an issue and then other people. And
again, basically the mainstream medical in saying that no, not a big deal.

Nicolas Pineault:
Yeah, I think it all comes down to industry pressure to, let's say, spares science with
studies of no effect and unfortunately like it happened with tobacco. Like it
happened with asbestosis here in Quebec, especially we have interest groups that
were pro asbestos producers, that for publishing studies and kind of treating doubt,
manufacturing doubt. And the same thing is happening at the moment where you
have an extreme bias of no effect studies related to the funding sources that are pro
industry or pro government. And what happens at the moment is very bizarre.
Because we have, let's say Health Canada that says in Canada, we have Safety Code 6
and it says, oh, you know our exposure does nothing to the human body. We're
perfectly fine.

These levels are safe. Essentially, even children could use a cell phone 24/7 no
problem, no issue. Even though WHO doesn't really agree with that view, the cancer
studies show an increase in brain cancer risks on the same side, ipsilateral. That's five
times the cancer risk in teenagers who use their devices. I think a few hours per
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week. I don't recall exactly. That's Lennart Hardell, who's a top epidemiologist on
cancer and toxins. So they don't really agree right there. But why is Health Canada
saying that? Well, I don't know why they're saying that. I think it's out ended science,
but for sure to Canadian Government has a bias towards not changing things. Why?
Well, they're getting paid billions per year in renting spectrum to the telecoms. So
unfortunately there's a big bias for governments worldwide to be on top of new
technologies and keep business as usual. And I'm not saying initially, it's not that the
government has a ill intent.

It's just that the economical side of technology and progress is stronger than the
precautionary principle, which if we applied it we'd say, well, you know what? At 4G
we were okay already, that's the fourth generation of cell networks and towers. Now
we're introducing 5G and engineers have been thinking about GG since. I think 2018
in Finland, they had a meeting and now I already, I think I saw 7G somewhere. So it
never stops.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
And nobody stops to check.

Nicolas Pineault:
No, nobody stops to check. And you know what's happening also is obviously our
ability to study the health effects is way slower than our ability to come up with new,
exciting things. Because the priority is not to be the party pooper and say, hey guys,
we should stop having cooler and cooler cell phones that go with better speed and
better image and 4K videos. No one loves to be that person, the EMF guy that says,
hey stop. The little bit like we're okay with what we have. The industry relies and their
business model is on always, always upgrading. And the manufacturers are this way,
the telecoms are that way too. Where they increase your monthly bill because now
you have even more speed and more data and exciting things. So unfortunately, the
business model is made this way. And it's not with the goal of controlling this
environmental pollutant.
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And we're in a very weird spot with that because air pollution is undeniably a human
problem. And in fact, at one point a few years ago, I heard that China was starting to
develop the most cutting edge technologies of low pollution factories because they
were forced to. Because everything is black. people are dying almost in the streets
because of asthma attacks. And it's killing literally if I'm not mistaken, it's 7 million
individuals that are dropping dead every year due to air pollution alone, according to
WHO. So it's huge issue worldwide.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Yeah, air pollution is terrible 'cause we can even see just being in a slightly more
polluted area increases autism. I mean, like anything that increases inflammation in
the body. Okay, in the people who don't have good breaks for inflammation can
create chronic disease. And the problem we have with EMFs is that I think you know,
you've got the bias to begin with is that nobody wants to know what's the problem.
'Cause we all love it. It makes life really cool. But and the other thing is just that, like
you pointed out epidemiology, looking at populations. Looking at diseases over time
takes time. So you're not gonna find something you're not looking for quickly. So if
you do six months of study, you're not gonna see anything. And we're not doing
long-term studies.

And on top of that, I think the bigger problem is that the government people don't
understand the situation. Excuse me. So we're kind of in the same. What we
probably get into with science is that you have the administrative people who are
often lawyers, okay? The people who are writing the rules and they're stuck having to
believe the data that's given not just the data. They don't often understand the data.
They understand the end statistics, but they don't know how you got to those.

So when industry comes with 10 studies showing no problem, and only one study
showing a problem and they can easily make that disappear because the people
who are making the rules don't understand what's really being studied. And we see
that and EMFs are magnified but it's the same thing even when we're trying to get
nutraceuticals or drugs approved. It's the same thing. Many of the people in the
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chain don't understand the words. So they have to believe in the authorities just like
doctors.

And that's why I'm so interested in what you're doing is communicating because
we're not physicists. So most of us don't understand really what the dangers are or
what the mathematics behind the dangers. So we need you to really explain it to us.
And so why are we doing that? So just step back a minute and cause one of the big
issues that people talk about is, well, you know, EMF is non-ionizing radiation. So if it
doesn't boil your cells, it's not a problem. So can you just explain, talk a little bit about
how EMFs can be causing problems even without be like knocking electrons off your
DNA.

Nicolas Pineault:
Yeah, exactly. Ionizing radiation, most people have an idea of what it is. If you get an
x-ray, there's a maximum amount of x-rays that is considered safe and for a reason, it
breaks your DNA. So it creates cumulative damage and your body has to repair that
damage. And long-term, if you get too many x-rays we know it will increase your
disease probabilities like cancer, for example. So that's why we control it. Sometimes
you use x-rays and sometimes the doc will maybe say, let's use a technology that is a
little bit less, not intrusive, but risky. So we know that there are such thing as a risk
benefit ratio for using x-rays because it is ionizing. And then the top was well
non-ionizing radiation is lower in EMF spectrum as far as frequency goes.

A good example is visible light. It is non-ionizing and yet people do not deny that
visible light, especially the blue light spectrum emitted by screens will have an
hormonal effect, namely an effect on disrupting sleep. So it is bizarre that people will
still use the argument that non-ionizing radiation does nothing. It can have effects
on certain body parts. When we talk about WiFi and cell phones and Bluetooth,
that's wireless radiation we're talking about. Well, it has an effect on certain parts of
the cell. And depending on what researcher you follow, we might be talking about
voltage-gated calcium channels, that's one avenue. And what happens is that the
hypothesis by Dr. Martin Paul from the Washington State University, that is in my
view, highly probable. And then also as someone who has been studying chemical
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sensitivity and also mold and people who are stuck in that hypersensitive state, he
shows how EMFs hit the cell and these voltage-gated calcium channels stay open,
which creates oxidative damage, which at the end of that downstream cycle creates
that DNA damage. So instead of direct DNA damage, it is indirect DNA damage that
happens.

However, it can happen especially with chronic long-term exposure and what are we
getting? We're all getting chronic long-term exposure. And in certain situation,
you're getting also acute exposure. For example, a cell phone on the head, you're
getting exposure here. And what we're seeing is an increase of cancers of the head,
especially ipsilateral, parotid gland, thyroid. You're getting acoustic neuromas, you're
getting glioblastomas too. So we're seeing all these cancers increase but also and
that's unfortunately we don't have a lot of data. We're seeing increases in many
cancers of the groin area in our youth. So we're seeing testicular cancer, ovarian
cancer, colon cancer and it's kind of crazy to think about it, but maybe cell phones
are also related to it because a lot of people keep their cell phone right there.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Right there.

Nicolas Pineault:
Right there in a pocket or even when they drive, people leave the cell phone there.
When the sit it's kind of.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
All right. Those of us, it's a great place, right? Between your legs. It won't fly off the
seat.

Nicolas Pineault:
Exactly, exactly. So unfortunately it might also be related to that. So this is really what
happens is the same mechanisms are similar for non-ionizing and ionizing radiation
is just that I think the industry and people who are in a little bit of a denial especially
engineers keep clinging to the idea that there's no mechanism for harm. Auto
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mechanism might simply include the effects on mitochondria. So the power plants
of the cell at a microscopic level, it might change how efficient those mitochondria
are. So that's another theory from one researcher working on it. It is from Montreal at
McGill University and is called Paul Heroux. And he's also very, very highly credible in
biophysics and he's in fact teaching a university course about these mechanisms.

So it's still something. He's not some person coming up with a random theory. He
has been studying cancer cells and apoptosis and now mitochondria and the effect
that EMFs have. And in his view, the levels were exposed too in magnetic fields, but
also in wireless radiation. Well, there are thousands of fold above what he sees as
having an effect on the mitochondria. So in his mind, the effects are real and they're
highly there. It's impossible that we have no effect even at minute levels. Because of
his understanding of the biophysics of the cell and not the general theory that
non-ionizing radiation does nothing.

Now we know that the eye has receptors for blue light and different light
frequencies. And we understand better now that even the skin picks up the light
environment and that these receptors will react to basically a hormonal response.
And we know that macular degeneration for example, is linked to having too much
blue light, but also sleep disruption. So the problem is the paradigm around EMFs is
still old and deprecated and we still believe these ideas. But what really shocked me
as a researcher is when I started talking to the doctors. The functional medicine
doctors, not the doctors who said, oh no, this is not credible. The functional medicine
doctors that are seeing patients that are chronically ill and that I've seen maybe 30 or
40 other practitioners before that doc. And then they realize these doctors at one
point, that patients are sensitive.

And this is really what changed it for me is that when I get to talk to real doctors in
the field and they say, oh yes. People who have mold illness are hypersensitive to
EMFs too. And most of them don't know it. People who have a pre-existing condition,
multiple chronic diseases. Maybe you have obesity and diabetes and also mold
illness and also chemical sensitivity. Most of these individuals also react badly to their
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cell phone and WiFi. Although a lot of these individuals don't realize that they were
sensitive before they remove their exposure or they start lowering their exposure.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Yeah, well it's just like, you know, people who are allergic to wheat or things, they
often won't notice until they leave it out because you're in a steady state of
miserable. You don't notice the spikes when they're not very big. Because you've
adapted, you're compensated up to a point. Yeah, the difficulty with communicating
these ideas is because the ionizing radiation fits the linear model of cause and effect
that medicine is built on. I mean, I've saved this almost every time we have one of
these talks it's like, you know, medicine was built on warfare. We understand bullet
wounds and we do amazing because cause affects, we intervene and then we hope
the system heals. But at least our intervention is straightforward. But when we're
dealing with toxins, okay. They don't kill us right away.

And that is the problem is the whole toxicology world is set up on the idea of, you
know, you look for the lowest level that doesn't have a dramatic effect. But you forget
that the subtle effects can be huge, especially when they're multiplicative. Anyway so
and that's what you have with EMF is that it's working at levels that we can't see and
we're just beginning to be able to measure. And when we can't measure it, we can
forget about it if we want to. And that is our desire before I go more into it. I have a
whole lot more down these wonderful subjects I wanna talk to you about, but just to
offer a little hope, because one of the things I said, I looked in your book and you
have those seven sheets. They're really cool, like things you can do, to like protect
yourself. And those, I think that was heartening information because sometimes
when you're in this world and I said, we all are in love with our little cell phones and
don't take it away from me. So how can we make ourselves healthier and yet still
participate in this wired world? So a few hints there would be really helpful.

Nicolas Pineault:
Yeah it's always in my entire work in my book and now my new course that's in fact
coming, I don't know when this interview will be aired. I don't remember, it will
probably be out in July.
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Dr. Eric Gordon:
We can air in July.

Nicolas Pineault:
So the course is available on my website too. It's called Electro-Pollution Fix. I kind of
show people how to apply the book. But anyhow, the main thing is the bedroom.
Because it looks like no matter how sensitive you are, the most dramatic effects or
benefits you can get from reducing your exposure is in the bedroom at night when
your body is trying to calm down. Might it be because of the stress response that
most people get from the wireless radiation? I'm not exactly sure, but it looks, and it
might be the effect on melatonin hormone, which is a very important sleep
hormone and an antioxidant. And we don't know exactly how, but in the field
doctors and also EMF mitigation specialists, these engineers that come to your
home with the meters and they take readings.

What they recommend is, if there's one room in your home where you wanna
remove the devices, as much as humanly possible and even turn off the electricity if
you can, not have these disruptive fields in the bedroom. So if there's one thing you
can take away from this interview is to turn off your cell phone at night or put it on
airplane mode. And if you can not do that, let's say you don't have a landline. Most
people don't nowadays and they're even disconnecting the landlines from most
cities in the U.S at the moment. So that's unfortunate, but put it in another room or
as far as possible from your pillow. So when you create distance, you really reduce
your exposure. So just think about the bedroom and how many devices in there you
have.

A lot of people have alarm clocks. Sometimes you have the laptop open on WiFi. You
don't realize it's emitting. You have one cell phone, another cell phone for your
spouse, your iPad. And it kind of stacks up all this radiation. It's another signal. And
another little blip of the stress that all night is impacting your biology. So try to do
that in the bedroom. And then when it comes to WiFi, one thing that I see a lot of
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people doing is simply forgetting that it exists. They have a WiFi router it's always on,
right? And manufacturers generally will tell you, no, no don't touch it, it's gonna
cause problems. No, that's not true. When I have WiFi nowadays I just steered even a
little bit deeper in my steps, because I wanna preach by example. And I don't have
WiFi at home. I have a regular router. The WiFi function is turned off.

And then my computer is connected directly, physically through an ethernet cable
from a computer to the router. And that's the best option. If you're not there yet. And
something great, you can still do very easily. That's gonna cost you $10 is to plug your
WiFi on these Christmas light timers. And then you set it and forget it. Maybe 11:00
PM, 7:00 AM. It turns off and it turns back on and then no one in the family will even
realize that you've been playing this trick except if they wanna do some social media
in the middle of the night and then they will be, oh no. I don't have WiFi anymore. So
that can be good even to kind of control the abuse of screen time. We sometimes all
tend to do. So that's something right there that makes a difference.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
And you know what I think what gets a lot of people is like when we first had the
early routers, when they went off, they didn't always get back on where they were
supposed to go easily. But in the last 15 years, that's ancient history. That was like 20
years ago. But now yeah, you can flick them on and off and there's no problem.

Nicolas Pineault:
Sure.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
And I think I'm still stuck in the stone age of worrying about it, but you're right. But
many times I've flicked it on and off. And I think that's something that you know, I
leave the cell phone out but yeah, the WiFi is just you know, a lot of people are
worried about the meters, like at least in California. They tried to get rid of the regular
meters and they put the WiFi connected meters up there and the smart meters,
they call them here. And again, many of my patients need to spend, you know, they
have to pay the PG&E or our local company to take them out.
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Nicolas Pineault:
Yeah, that's another source, you know, and especially concerning if it's close to your
pillow. Sometimes it's the case, sometimes it's not. So again, there might be a
tremendous difference in how much exposure you're getting from your utility meter
compared to your neighbor. It just comes down to placement of that meter. And I
saw individuals barely sleeping. They have an EMF consultant come over. It turns out
they have an entire wall of smart meters, right the other side of the wall and right
there is their pillow and they're not even three feet away from these meters. So in
that case, you get to either move the bed away or shield that wall.

They're advanced strategies you can do. But as far as your meter goes, really see is it
close to your bedroom? If it is, then you can consider having it replaced. Or if there
are also smart meters shields that you can put over to diminish the signal by 99%.
And in almost all situations, that meter will still be picked up by the utility company
and what is completely mad because in the end, it means that their emissions are a
hundred fold, too high to be the minimum effective dose, right? And that's how the
technology is built right there. Instead of having low EMF pollution technologies, we
have maximum EMF pollution technologies because the rules and EMF guidelines
are so permissive that the manufacturers tend to tell themselves or the engineers
who build these things well, why not put it at the max level possible because we're
gonna make sure that it connects and we can send that data fast. But there's no
reason for it. So quite unfortunately, before consumers listen to this, ask for safer
technologies that are as low as reasonably achievable, the engineers will keep on
pressing those levels higher and higher.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Right yeah. If a little is good, more is better. Yeah.

Nicolas Pineault:
Exactly, yeah.
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Dr. Eric Gordon:
That's the American way. As far as, I mean, I don't know how much you wanna talk
about this but what about, you know, there's so many devices out there that are
being sold to either blocked or ameliorate EMF. Have you had much experience
looking at these?

Nicolas Pineault:
Sure, well there's different categories of devices. You know, there are devices which
physically block EMFs. And for example, for extremely sensitive individuals what
certain doctors are recommending is to shield the entire bedroom from outside
signals. I talked to Dr. Ben Lynch, who is from Seeking Health lately and he did that
at his home. And even if he's not someone chronically ill, he did feel a lot of benefits
from having a bedroom that is completely enclosed from the cell towers and outside
signals. That's a bit of an extreme step, but for certain hypersensitive individuals, it is
a step that is very, very important. If you're EMF sensitive and trying to heal in a
highly electro-polluted environment, there will be akin to maybe having professional
grade air quality filters in your home where now the air becomes clean. At least it
becomes clean from an actual pollution standpoint in your bedroom. And some
people use certain types of shielding materials, including paint or a bad canopy,
certain materials that are a mix of cotton and silver for example, our shirts and other
metals that will repel the EMF. So that's an advanced step. But

Dr. Eric Gordon:
My only concern about those things is that, well, I guess the patient mostly if you're
sensitive, you'll know if you don't do it perfectly. Cause when you shield you can also
create a reverb chamber in there if you do get stuff in, which always makes me worry.
I prefer things that aren't so perfect in their solutions.

Nicolas Pineault:
You know, I think if people would want to go that route, I would never do it myself as
an amateur. I would hire someone locally who's an engineer, an EMF mitigation
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specialist and who can take the readings and ensure that they're not creating
something that is troublesome.

So it is quite an investment. But overall you have Other categories of devices that
claim to harmonize the EMFs. Or maybe make the electro-pollution environment
less stressful to your biology. And quite unfortunately, it's a rabbit hole that never
ends. I've been presented with over a hundred companies that produce different
things. You have stickers, you put on the phone or pyramids and certain crystals. And
some individuals react in a good way. And I think these technologies sometimes
might support the body's electrical system. If you look at Beverly Rubik, who talks
about the biofield and his ideas are in fact validated scientifically. But the claims that
these things are protective against EMFs is a little bit of a stretch. And this is why the
scientific community as a whole does not recommend this as a sole means of
protection.

So I think these are supportive devices, but they're not protective devices in how I see
it at the moment. So we should be careful about the claims we make around these,
but some people have invested in certain technologies and it might reduce their
symptoms and it might calm down their body a little bit. But it's important that you
remove the sources too. Is the two things at once. And unfortunately, some people
are kind of sold this idea. You're gonna stick something to your phone and now you
can use it all day every day.

I would not advocate for that. It's like saying that if you pop an antioxidant pill, now
your water can be contaminated with lead and you're just fine because you have all
the anti-oxidants in the world to handle that stress. And that's not true. You're better
off filtering your water and then taking the antioxidant that supports the everyday
stressors you're getting.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
No thank you, that's been my experience, we've used these with patients over the
years. I tried some in my office about eight years ago and because we had some
problems with something else, we wanna talk about some dirty electricity. but what
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I found with the ones that they created that some people felt better and some
people felt worse 'cause it just depends on they're tuning some of the EMFs. But
they're still there. And you know, but I still keep looking, I keep trying these devices
'cause I've seen them help some people. Thus what's so frustrating is that, yeah, I just
wish this is one of those times when you say okay, this is a societal problem. Society
AKA the government should be helping us by testing these devices so we can figure
out which population I mean, this is a total fantasy I realize. 'Cause in my experience,
different people respond differently of course to different stresses. We all know that.
But especially to these devices and for the right person, it can really take down their
body stress.

Nicolas Pineault:
Yes.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
But some of them can be anywhere from 50 bucks to $5,000. And so it would be nice
if we knew who, what and where. But anyway, so that's the fantasy I thought it was,
but it's nice to get, cause you've done a deeper dive on this than I have.

Nicolas Pineault:
Yeah and this is why overall, for me as an educator and I've been looking at all the
solutions out there, you can purchase meters, you can do the shielding, it's gonna
cost a few thousand dollars. And thinking about people's very limited budgets,
especially those with chronic disease for me is the free steps first. Turning out the
WiFi at night, clicking the airplane mode, doesn't cost a dollar. So all these steps that
can be done for free and all the steps that can be done for cheap.

A $10 Christmas light timer and this and that. So this is where I'd focus first and I
don't get into, okay, you have to buy a pyramid made out of gold and topaz. And I
don't know like and maybe it will help, but if it's $3,000, how can I educate people?
Like I have to educate people about their priority system too. What can they do right
now, very affordably to minimize their exposure? And then if you wanna go deeper
and invest in a shielded room, I'm not gonna lie. It can cost two, three, $4,000 to
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shield the bedroom. It is quite an investment and most people are not ready to do it.
But it's still something I'm gonna tell you, you can do it down the road, but it's not
the first action step people should do.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Yeah well said. We do like the simple answers.

Nicolas Pineault:
Yeah exactly.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
So just one of those, a few of these but quickly, the issue of dirty electricity. Because
we've done a lot. I always forget that, the cell should not, I'm terrible with names.
Yeah, the filters.Yes.If you can say that, repeat the name again.

Nicolas Pineault:
Its stetzer filters and there's also a Greenwave. These are two brands that make these
dirty electricity filters. And to sum it up dirty electricity is the fact that the electricity
in your walls that is normally supposed to oscillate that 60 Hertz and 50 Hertz in
certain outer parts of the world. But in North America it's 60 Hertz, it doesn't. In
reality, it fluctuates quite a lot. And on that wave form, you will have a lot of what's
called in the engineer standpoint, high voltage transient.

So you have a high frequency voltage transient to be correct. So you even have WiFi
that could be detectable while you're in line now because the environment is filled
with so many frequencies from radio waves AM, FM radio, WiFi, cell towers. And now
we have 5G in the millimeter wave. So all this is polluting the line. And also what is
plugged on the grid is also highly inefficient. And let's say, if you plug a smart TV, if
you plug even a computer we have conversion of certain voltages to other voltages.
And this creates these harmonics back on the line. So the more you plug a cool
modern electronic in your home, the more the electricity becomes, let's say dirty or
tainted by these frequencies.
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Dr. Eric Gordon:
Okay, what about when you use the WiFi extenders which run through your
electrical system, are you then really making a mess of dirty electricity?

Nicolas Pineault:
You are creating more dirty electricity and that's kind of tricky because in the end, I
would rather have people have these Power over Ethernet adapters which make
basically every outlet in your home become a source of internet through an adapter
and then turn off WiFi. At Least you don't have the WiFi in every room and you have
it in your walls. So that's preferable. It's still in the wire, but it does create dirty
electricity. So it's replacing one very bad thing on with one thing that is slightly
better. But overall I prefer ethernet cables because again, the signal goes in the
cable. It's not in the air, which is highly inefficient and then has an effect on your
body.

But yes, dirty electricity to filter it out you have certain filters. These are basically just
a big square of plastic that you can plug in an outlet and they will help normalize this
electricity. Because what researchers have realized is that again, chronically ill
people, especially those who have neurological diseases, such as Parkinson's and
Alzheimer's and even kids who have ADHD, it seems like there's some early studies
that showed that it can exacerbate their symptoms. So it seems that dirty electricity
is a type of electro-pollution that is slightly different, but that is agitating to the
nervous system.

A lot of people feel calmer and recuperate faster and even sleep better in a home
where dirty electricity is filtered out. So that's one of the types of electro-pollution
that we teach in our course that is important to think about. And that can be filtered
with these filters or even more advanced solutions that you would install at your
breaker panel itself. Where think about these more advanced solutions as a whole
home filter for your water. But instead it would be a whole home filter for your
electricity. So at the source, what the utility gives you is not initially clean. Oftentimes
it's quite the opposite. It is quite dirty. So it will normalize electricity when it comes
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into your home and distributes it to all of these rooms in your home. And now it's
cleaner. So what it does essentially, it creates a calmer home, if you will.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Right, until you then plug in all your electronics that send signals back into it. Like I
see you're saying like, especially like, so almost all the computer chargers now are set
up to work. You know, you can plug them in in Europe or you can plug them in in
America. And so that feeds back and creates some dirty electricity.

Nicolas Pineault:
It does. And I think the main reason and I'm not an engineer, I might butcher it.
There's some people who might tread back to me. But what I've heard from
engineers is that the reason that these devices or converters or different chargers
create dirty electricity, is that manufacturers are not willing to pay a few more bucks
to filter it out. Because they could have filters internally where it would dissipate and
convert these transients into heat for example. You would have certain components
that would just dissipate that energy and take care of it. But at the moment, again,
there's no requirement for manufacturers to do that.

So it would be a voluntary thing to pay more. It doesn't really happen in the world
where electronics or they're trying to squeeze every cent out of the manufacturing
process. So at the moment, unless it becomes regulated and companies are forced
and mandated to lower the dirty electricity it creates, for the moment we're again,
going into that direction of getting dirtier and dirtier on that dirty electricity
standpoint.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Yeah, that's true. All manufacturers are working on such low margins that yeah. But
so tell me a little bit, but I didn't know about your course. So just give me a little
overview of what that does. What information am I gonna get if I take your course?
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Nicolas Pineault:
Sure, well you know, it's the version of the book that is a little bit more advanced but
our goal with the course is to take people from no knowledge even if you didn't read
the book per se and teach you about different types of electro-pollution that exists.
The wireless and we talked about dirty electricity and there's other fields as well.
Including artificial light, which is something we didn't touch on, but just using the
right light bulbs in your environment might make a difference in your recovery or
sleep quality.

And then we teach you how to minimize each one of these categories in your home,
quite simply. And we have video tutorials, you know, how to plug this and what these
electronics look like and what choices, how to buy safer electronics and what to
replace them with. If you find out that they are not necessarily the right electronics
for you, they emit that electro-pollution. So it's a very practical course and we don't
get, the book is at least 50% science. Whereas the course is probably 5% science
because people already understand, you know, yeah, I understand that EMFs are a
stressor, let me know what to do about it. So it's an extremely practical application of
the book.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Oh, wonderful, wonderful. That is great. Cause that's something that is so helpful.
Cause it all sounds simple until you go home and start fiddling.

Nicolas Pineault:
Exactly, exactly. Yeah, we wanted to make it as simple as possible.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Yeah, because you know, the manufacturers have done this, those of us who grew up
in the days when you bought a new device and it didn't work and you'd had to like
read and study until you got it to work to now when you buy things and you press
the turn them on and once you get past turning them on, they kind of take care of
themselves. I mean, you don't have to worry about linking and finding. And so those
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of us and also going back and trying to undo some of that. It's not easy to protect
ourselves.

Because I can tell you, I was recently in a place where there was one WiFi tower
about a half a mile, three quarters of a mile away. And the other nearest one was
probably five miles away from that and then other than that there was nothing. And
the energy in the body, just the ability to wake up in the morning and be ready to go.
I didn't even put it together until looking at your information. 'Cause I said, I'm
somebody who doesn't really feel like I'm sensitive to WiFi, but I think that's the big
problem is that most of us don't feel it just like I said, the people who don't feel the
gluten until they leave it out. And I started to urge everybody, especially those of you
with any kind of autoimmune mold sensitivity, especially significant mycotoxin
problems, that EMFs really, really, really are a multiplicative issue I think. Yeah, have
you seen any specific research on the EMFs and mold issues?

Nicolas Pineault:
I have not seen, there's just unpublished science that Dietrich Klinghardt talked
about. He did talk about the colleague in Switzerland who was studying mold and
who found that exposing toxic mold to a WiFi router made certain strains of mold
more toxic or expel more toxins. And you know, this is something that we're seeing,
not directly with mold, but there's a set of studies by a researcher called Tahiri et al.
And I can send it to you so you can maybe link it somewhere.

But I thought it was very important to know that WiFi radiation in these studies has
been shown to make certain strains of E. coli more resistant to antibiotics and that's
in a hospital setting or at least that's a concern for hospital settings. So we know that
certain pathogens adapt to the WiFi but they get a stress response and now they
become more resistant or even because selectively just the ones that actually survive
that harsher electro-polluted environment, well, they get even stronger.

And when you phase that E. coli, you get poisoned somehow. Or also certain strains, I
think it was salmonella. You know, they become more dangerous. So is it the same
thing with mold and with parasites or other things we might be facing possibly? It is
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likely that bacteria and also other things that we're facing in our environment are
impacted too. Because our cells are. So they're very small and we are just left
guessing really what it's doing to the mold environment.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Yeah I mean, this is one of the great sadness is that studying people is difficult
because it's expensive, time consuming and you're not gonna get the data for a long
time. But studying rapidly reproducing organisms, single cell creatures is very quick.
And so there really isn't a lot. I mean there really isn't a lot of data, I mean, like there's
only a few here and there studies on the effect of EMF on single cell creatures like
amoebas and parasites. And oh, that's disappointing. I mean, that's really
disappointing. So there really has been a failure of financing I guess.Because I mean,
this sounds like such an obvious area for people in bio and biomedical research to be
looking at.

Nicolas Pineault:
There's not a lot of financing, you know, a lot of the scientists, even one of the most
important scientists, Professor Ola Johansson from Sweden has been financed by
the community for several years now. And if he doesn't get money from internet
users and advocates, he stops working. So this is how strapped for cash the scientists
are because these subtopics of EMF dangers are still not perceived as credible and
the NIH won't really fund it. The latest study, that was the biggest in the world, the
NTP study costs around 30 million to U.S taxpayers. And it did show that it's a clear
carcinogen in rats and mice, but that was 2G and 3G signals. Go figure. And the
project started at the end of the 90s and it just finished in 2018.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
What took 20 years for a mouse study?

Nicolas Pineault:
Well, they wanted the long term,
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Dr. Eric Gordon:
Mice live like three years.

Nicolas PIneault:
It was politics. Is the time it took before it was a project until it was realized. And then
the peer review process, and it was highly politicized. And guess what happened at
the end? The FCC told the FDA, you should study cell phone safety. The FDA said to
the NTP, the National Toxicology Program. Well, you guys have the scientists to do
that. Okay, we'll do it. And then it took around 20 years to do the entire work and all
the politics behind it. And then the results, clear carcinogen in rats and mice. And
the FDA said the new director, because of course we're kind of 20 directors down the
line. He said, well, these rat studies do not apply to humans.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
I just wanna say, I agree with him because as my friend once put it, we cured cancer
in rats for the last 30 years. So yes, that's true. But they do suggest that there is some
problem with living systems and EMF.

Nicolas PIneault:
It does suggest that we should reduce the levels.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
You know, why did they keep making us? I mean, we tried to get a study on COVID
and ozone. Okay, through an IND, like do it through the system and what they threw
back at us was that it had to have animal data first. So, which makes no sense
because we've used ozone in humans for the last 70 years. And we've got a ton of
clinical data on it from all over the world. So anyway the point is, it's like it's a very
convenient excuse when they wanna use it. But I mean, that's ridiculous.. I mean, it's
hard 'cause what I'm just really concerned about is I mean, 5G just seems like a bad
idea on all levels. I mean, forgetting about it's dangerous. It just seems like it's a
tremendous amount of infrastructure for why? You know, just put cables in, we'd all
have faster, cleaner internet and it would cost less. But just real quickly. Cause when
you go 3G, 4G, 5G. I'm a witness even from 3G to 4G, what's really changing.
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Nicolas PIneault:
What's changing is really sometimes the power levels that are even higher because
of data transfer. There's more requirements. Now users want even faster video and
faster bandwidth or larger bandwidth and faster download speeds. But it's the
complexity of the signal itself. That seems to be the key. There's only a few scientists
who are also engineers and who look okay. Why is it that certain studies have no
effect on all biology and of certain EMF signals that are, let's say, the same frequency
as a cell phone whereas other studies have tremendous effect? And it looks like it's
for example, the pulsation. So when you have a WiFi signal that is at 2.4, five
gigahertz. That's a frequency but it's not a clean wave. It is pulsed at 10 Hertz. So it is
literally, it sounds like a military rifle shooting. When you listen on it, when you have
an EMF meter.

So what the scientists realize is that when you go from 3G to 4G to 5G, you have
engineers who have tempered this waveform in such a way that it becomes even
more foreign to the human body. Because now you have signal characteristics that
can literally never be found in nature in any way whatsoever. You even have
polarization that is literally tampering with the waveform in the 3D environment, so
that you can have a vertical wave and a horizontal wave at the same time. And they
don't interfere with each other. And the goal of engineers is to ensure that John's cell
phone and Nick's cell phone will not interfere. So I will not hear his call, right? And
you have multiple, you have sometimes hundreds of phones connected to the same
antenna, if not thousands. And they don't speak to each other. So all the engineers
are focused on connectivity and avoiding that interference.

So they talk about interference in terms of machine to machine, but they never talk
about the interference of machine to biological machine, bioelectrical-human
machine or cellular machine or mitochondrial machine. So if engineers understood
biology and what electrical parts we have in the human body, could they develop
relatively safe wireless communications? I hope so, but maybe that's a possibility. But
at the moment, the human machine is ignored in that creation. In that thinking
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process of these highly intelligent, incredibly resourceful companies that are
creating miracles of technology really is what they are. Unfortunately, it's not taken
into consideration. And when it will be, I think we can move in the right direction
very fast. And you have engineers who understand that stuff that say so and that say,
you know, if we understood biology better and we started reducing the levels, maybe
we could have 5G, but maybe the levels could be 100000 fold lower and still
connecting. But that's not a requirement at the moment, unfortunately. So it has to
evolve in this direction.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Yeah well, I mean, what we're stuck with is that until people start dropping dead
within minutes of exposure, it's gonna be an uphill battle. Because I mean, you
mentioned cigarettes. I mean, that was a 50-year battle and we had a specific cancer
to at least follow. Here, that's the other issue. Not only aren't people dying, but you
don't have a single target. Like the glial tumor, the brain tumor yeah that's
interesting, but it's affecting the whole system. And that's why it's really hard
because then it gets dissolved. And we see the same thing with all the other
low-level toxin exposures is because they cause diseases. But they cause different
diseases depending on your genetic susceptibility. And that means you can't find
that nice, A caused B when you look at the population, 'cause it gets watered down.

Nicolas Pineault:
Yeah, very well said.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
And that is our issue. We have to wrap up. But this has been, I think delightful to talk
to you and to learn about a subject that I said I love. But my brain slows down 'cause I
could do this. You know, I remember in physics I could do the equations, but I just
didn't really understand what I was doing. There is a certain mind that can transfer
math into a picture in your head.
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Nicolas Pineault:
Thank you, well, I appreciate it a lot. And if people wanna take away one thing, it
would really be to clean up the bedroom to come back to that. Try it for a few nights,
you know, get the phones out or airplane mode. And some people are sleeping with
their phone under the pillow. So for them it will be a big difference. Just start there,
you know, get the wireless out of the bedrooms and see how you feel. And maybe
your spouse will tell you, what did you do? Like I have been sleeping like a baby.

A lot of people tell me that. And that's just removing the phones, not even turning off
the cell towers, you know, the environmental exposure. So start there. And if you
wanna go further, there's a course and all sorts of things, but really don't complicate
it too much. Just start there for a few nights and see if this is a reality for yourself, that
you might discover that you were more sensitive than you thought. And this is the
case for most people who are chronically ill.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Yeah, well start there, but I do say get your book. It's really a delight to read.

Nicolas Pineault:
Thank you.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
You know, "The Non-Tinfoil Guide to EMFs." I guess I enjoyed it. And I'm gonna take a
look at your course because I really am planning. I keep looking at that router at
night, you know, should I pull out? And I'm gonna start doing that. So thank you very
much. Great to have you.
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Nicolas Pineault:
My pleasure.

Dr. Eric Gordon:
Right, okay.
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